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100J of the Month
We watched this NH
Q6 stamp for a long
time on eBay. It first
caught our eye when
it was listed by momenstamps. It was
offered as a Buy It
Now for $15,000!
It is part of the twelve
stamp Parcel Post
set issued in 191213. While all the
stamps of that set
are attractive, this
one has always been
one of our favorites.
Currently, there are
2,246 Parcel Post stamps graded by PSE. Included in this number are 12 100J’s - 2
used, 5 OG, and 5 NH. For the Q6 stamp, this example was the only one to receive the
highest grade of 100J, thus making it a UPT - unique population top. UPT’s exist in a
rarified atmosphere being the VERY best of the best. The next highest-graded Q6 is
graded 98J. PSE values a 98J NH Q6 at $3,100. Since PSE does not value 100J’s,
this stamp’s value is open for discussion.
The easiest method of valuing a stamp is to look at what it sells for in an open-market
transaction. We are lucky because this stamp was part of the Matthew Bennett sale
355 held on October 20th in Boston. It was listed as lot 211 and realized $8,000 plus a
15% buyer’s premium - total realization $9,200. Therefore, we should expect that this
stamp is worth approximately what it realized. It is a real beauty and could be the centerpiece in any quality collection.
Grading is the most exciting new aspect of philately
since stamps were first issued!
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Editor’s Thoughts
Welcome 2018 Issue

Ray Lieberman

Item 1 - Henderson Visit
Rich Spector and I were invited to visit PSE
100J of the Month / This month we feature a in their new Henderson, Nevada home. The
UPT that we watched for a long time. Page 1
visit took place from October 18-20.

This Issue

Editor’s Thoughts / Our PSE visit was a

very special trip for us. It revealed a very friendly
and professional group. Pages 2 - 7.

Topic of the Month / Rich Spector, our Copy
Editor, had his stamp graded during our trip. His
article reveals all! Pages 7 - 9.
New Database of the Month New / We
have finally incorporated this feature into the
newsletter. Pages 10 - 16.

Tip of the Month / These three nemeses are
VERY hard to find! VERY hard!! Pages 17 - 19.

Ray Lieberman (Editor 100J) and Scott Murphy (President PSE) with a photo of one of the
11 Inverted Jennys (C3a) PSE has graded.

Question New / Ask the “experts.” Page We were given an unprecedented opportunity to view all aspects of PSE. Despite
his hectic schedule, Scott Murphy, president
Grading Contest / A brand-new format - a
of PSE, generously spent the entire time
new challenge with more fun! Pages 21-26.
with us.
New
20.

Rich Spector is authoring this issue’s Topic of the Month - a must read. While he describes the technical grading process from beginning to end, I wanted to describe the
people side of PSE.
PSE definitely feels like a family. From the moment you walk into its facility, you are
greeted by friendly people who are glad to spend their time speaking with you.
It took very little time for us to understand who these people are. First and foremost,
they are professionals who know their subject exceedingly well and make very few
mistakes.

While to err is human, the quality of a person or organization can be measured by how
they handle situations for which they are responsible. PSE is very committed to serving their customers as professionally as possible. When a mistake is uncovered, PSE
promptly corrects it. They are a model for customer service.
While I don’t want to overlap Rich’s revealing article, “MY Stamp’s Journey Through
PSE,” I would like to touch on a story that was shared with us.
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Editor’s Thoughts / Continued
It concerns the armored car that arrived at their facility one morning. One of the premier auction houses had sent PSE 10 stamps whose cumulative value was over a million
dollars. Once these stamps were certified and graded, the armored car reappeared to
pick up the stamps for their return journey. A very different day to say the least!
During our visit, we were invited to participate in PSE’s weekly podcast - a very interesting activity. One day every week, the key staff members are found in a conference
room wearing headphones and speaking into professional microphones.
They then spend about two hours chatting about stamps. There is no rehearsed discussion and often no designated subject. The conversation covers from A to Z. The edited and published podcast makes for a very educational and “animated” discussion.
Rich and I were asked to participate in recording the podcast for that week. While we
wanted to play it “straight,” we soon found ourselves adlibbing as much as the regulars.

Staff and “guests” at the
recording of PSE Podcast 145.
From left to right - Ray
Lieberman (100J), Tom
Schilling (PSE resident
expert), Scott Murphy,
and Rich Spector
(100J).
When you have a few
spare moments, please
listen. It’s funny!!

The podcast is hosted by Caj Brejtfus (missing from the picture above). Caj is the marketing and financial head of PSE and also serves as the ASDA Treasurer. While he
can joke with the best, he has a very analytical mind as you would expect from a financial person. While we are all unique individuals, Caj is “even more unique.”
Scott is the key participant who attempts to keep the discussion focused. Scott really
knows his stamps. He signs all the grading certificates allowing him to acquire a great
knowledge about “regular” stamps as well as some very esoteric subjects. Rich and I
were surprised several times by Scott’s vast knowledge of some “deep footnoted” material.
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Editor’s Thoughts / Continued
Another podcast participant is resident expert Tom Schilling. Tom is exceptional in his
knowledge and is the first level of expertise. The majority of stamps submitted for grading need go no further than Tom as there are only a few stamps that Tom does not
know very well. In his article, Rich covers Tom’s role so I will say no more except that I
have a great degree of respect for Tom and his abilities.

Tom Schilling, PSE’s resident
expert, at a “slow” moment
posing for our camera. It took
Tom an hour to clean his desk
so that we could take his picture. What you can’t see in the
picture is a huge number of
stamps ready for grading that
are sitting just out of camera
range - “the quiet before the
storm.”

You can listen to the weekly podcasts at www.stampshowheretoday.com. You can
also access the podcast at the bottom of any page on the PSE website. The podcast
that took place with us as guests is number 145. We guarantee that you will be entertained or your money will be refunded!
Before our visit, Rich and I were huge PSE fans. As we left PSE on our last day there,
we left with an even higher degree of respect based on what they do on a daily basis.
If it were not for PSE’s dedication, the hobby would be in a very bad place. Grading
has reinvigorated the hobby by presenting a new and exciting aspect. Philatelic leadership needs to realize that grading is the only realistic hope for the future of our hobby.
Nothing else will save us! PSE NATION RULES!

Item 2 - The Linn’s U.S. Graded Stamp Report
Our readers who have followed our analysis of Linn’s U.S. Graded Stamp Report
(LUSGSR) know that we have been critical of their report on graded stamp performance. We published a nine-page comprehensive analysis of the LUSGSR in our Issue 10 - June 2017. Ask us for a copy if you haven’t seen that article.
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Editor’s Thoughts / Continued
In the November issue of their magazine version, Linn’s made some changes to the
stamps in their “market basket” - the stamps selected to measure graded-stamp performance.
While we recommended this in our June issue, they made fewer changes than needed.
They also failed to address the many other problems identified in our analysis. So from
our perspective, it is a step in the right direction, but just not enough - “too little, too
late.”
Without a reliable report on graded stamp performance, this facet of the hobby will be
at a disadvantage. We need to find a solution to this issue. There is a definite need for
an accurate performance index reporting on United States graded stamps.
Stay tuned - much more to come on this highly-significant issue!

Item 3 - Do you believe these prices?
As part of our ongoing efforts to improve the valuation metrics for the graded marketplace, we capture a great amount of data on the sales prices of PSE-graded stamps.
We follow many of the major auction houses, eBay, and who we consider the premier
graded-stamp dealer in today’s market - Steve Crippe - gradedstamps.com.
Steve not only sells graded U.S. stamps, but also provides full details on all his transactions. You can review his sales by stamp and year. This provides the raw data from
which trends can be constructed. Steve is a great business person and a gentleman in
answering questions. In our opinion, when rating graded-stamp dealers, Steve is number one by a large margin.
While we like to think we have “seen it all” as it relates to prices of graded stamps,
some of Steve’s sales lately have caused us to rethink this perception. We have stated
on many occasions that both coils and used graded stamps are a “hot” sector in the
graded marketplace. Look at these actual December sales - not just offerings.

Scott 841 LP. PSE graded 98 used. Highest graded
used LP. PSE/SSV - not valued. SCV - $0.85. Sold
12/10 for $315!

Scott 844. PSE graded 98 used. Highest graded
used single (2 graded 98). PSE/SSV- not valued.
SCV $0.40. Sold 12/4 for $225!

Note: Abbreviations - SCV=Scott Catalogue Value (Ungraded) / SSV=Scott Specialized Value (Graded).
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Editor’s Thoughts / Continued

Scott 851 LP. PSE
graded 98 used.
Highest graded used
LP. PSE/SSV - not
valued. SCV - $3.75.
SOLD 12/05 for
$500!
Scott 1229 PR. PSE graded 100 used. It is
the only graded used PR. PSE/SSV - not valued. SCV - $0.25. Sold 12/10 for $175!

Scott 2122. PSE graded
100 used. Highest graded used single. PSE/
SSV - not valued. SCV $7.50. Sold 12/10 for
$245!

Scott C20. PSE graded 98
used. Highest graded single
(five graded 98). PSE valued
- $175. SSV valued - $55.
SCV valued - $1.00. Sold
12/4 for $225!

Check gradedtamps.com
for more recent sales.

Item 4 - Best wishes for 2018!
I took a recent poll of staff and friends regarding the speed of time in 2017. Almost everyone interviewed had the same perspective. The year 2017 was the fastest year ever
experienced with the final few months disappearing in a flash. As I write this piece, I
am shocked by how fast 2018 has started.
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Editor’s Thoughts / Continued
I want to sincerely wish all of our readers a very healthy, prosperous and HAPPY 2018.
Make a limited number of resolutions for the new year. Hopefully one will be to read
each issue of 100J and enter each monthly grading contest. We have changed the
contest format to provide more fun. The odds are so much better than the lottery!
Thank you for your support and friendship in 2017. It has meant a great deal to
me. RDL

Topic of the Month
MY Stamp’s Journey Through PSE
by Rich Spector
During our visit to PSE, Ray and I were given the exceptional opportunity of watching a
stamp move through the entire grading and encapsulating process. It was a fascinating
experience.
Because PSE is located in Henderson, Nevada, I selected a well-centered Nevada Centennial stamp, Scott 999, from my collection. This stamp is one of the scarcer highlygraded, never-hinged 1950’s commemoratives, with only fifteen examples graded 98,
and none higher. It is one of only a handful of 1950’s commemoratives that have no
graded-100 examples.
The grading process at PSE begins with the receipt of the
stamp, which is normally video-recorded as it is removed
from the shipping parcel to protect both the submitter and
PSE. Since I hand-delivered the stamp, this step of the
process was omitted and the stamp was entered into
PSE’s tracking system. PSE also makes a video recording when the stamp is being packaged for return to the
submitter, but this operation was also unnecessary for my
stamp.
This computerized system, which assigns a certificate
number to each stamp received (01338078 for my
stamp), enables PSE personnel to follow the stamp
through the grading process by identifying exactly where
the stamp is at any given time. It also indicates who is responsible for completing the next step in the process and
notifies that individual.
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Topic of the Month / Continued
Tracking stickers and a worksheet for my stamp were printed, with one tracking sticker
affixed to the approval card holding my stamp and the second attached to the worksheet. These tracking stickers are imprinted with a barcode, which is scanned at each
step in the grading process. My customer information was filed and tied to the certificate
number for my stamp. (Under normal circumstances, the experts do not know who submitted a stamp for evaluation.) My stamp was then scanned by Calvin Murphy.

Calvin’s role in scanning my
submission was a short one.
Calvin, however, is responsible
for scanning all the items that
travel through the PSE organization.
In addition, Calvin does the
initial work when a philatelic
item is suspected of some form
of alteration. When it comes to
19th century items, alterations
are common keeping Calvin
extremely busy.

After my stamp was scanned, it was taken to the measurement and inspection area.
Had this stamp been one that required an opinion from an outside expert, it would have
been designated as such and placed with other stamps to be sent to the requisite expert. The stamp was then inspected by PSE resident expert Tom Schilling for obvious
problems, such as gum issues, stains, inclusions, and short perforations. Had any defects been found, these would have been noted on the worksheet that accompanies the
stamp through the process, and would have been further investigated. Tom did not see
any obvious defects (or indications of less-obvious problems) in my Scott 999, so he
moved to the measurement phase of the evaluation. Using a 10X magnifier equipped
with a reticle, he measured the stamp’s margin widths, taking two measurements on
each of the four sides of the stamp. The reticle is sufficiently precise to allow measurements to 0.05 mm (2/1000th of an inch).
Tom entered these measurements into the program that contains the proprietary formula
that PSE uses to determine a stamp’s centering grade. The stamp received a centering
grade of 98, and since there were no faults, it was awarded a grade of 98 by Tom. My
stamp was sufficiently well-centered to be considered for a grade of 100, but its margins
were a bit less-than-average for this issue; consequently, its grade remained at Superb
98.
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Topic of the Month / Continued
When Tom had completed his analysis, the stamp was examined by a second expert,
Scott Murphy, president of PSE. Scott concurred with Tom’s assessment of the stamp.
Normally, a third in-house expert would have examined the stamp, but on this day, only
two experts were at PSE, so the never-hinged stamp received a grade of Superb 98
without input from a third expert. Had I asked for a certificate, it would have been issued
at this point. Since I requested encapsulation, we moved to a dedicated printing station
and the small label (identifying the stamp and its grade) that fits inside the plastic capsule was printed.
The final step in the process was the encapsulation of the graded stamp. We took the
label indicating the Scott number, color, year of issue, grade, gum condition, and PSE
certificate number of my stamp to the room containing the encapsulating equipment.
Tom selected the appropriate capsule (composed of a top and bottom piece) and placed
the stamp and its identifying label into their designated spaces in the bottom portion.
The top half of the capsule was aligned with the bottom half and the assembly was
placed into a specially-designed jig in a hydraulic press. The press was activated and
the two halves of the capsule were sonically welded together to create an impervious,
airtight seal. My stamp’s journey was complete and accompanied me home.
Scott provided us with ear protection when
we accompanied him into the encapsulation
room.
Unfortunately, this picture only shows a portion of the size of the encapsulating machine.
The support strips inside the capsules are not
adjustable. PSE maintains a stock of many
differing sizes to provide encapsulation for the
vast majority of stamps that have requested
this service.
Encapsulation is only offered by PSE - it is
one of their competitive advantages.

Having witnessed the entire process was a very worthwhile experience. It left me with a
reinforced feeling about the accuracy and anonymity of the grading process. It is something that serious grading collectors should witness for themselves. Hopefully PSE will
provide a method for this to happen in the near future. RS
Editor’s Note: PSE is THE industry standard for grading. Whenever I acquire graded stamps from other grading services, I always have them regraded by PSE even in
cases where I know the stamp will receive a downgrade. I would rather own a realistically graded PSE stamp than an unrealistically higher-graded example from
their competitors. RL
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Database of the Month

New

1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue
Until this issue of 100J, we had released our Database section separately from the
actual newsletter. This resulted in many readers being unaware of the database email.

The database is one of the most informative sections of 100J. The purpose of the Database section is to provide our readers with a complete analysis of the stamps under
review. Some of the data views are different from the “normal” views readers have experienced. We believe that what we present is critical to a full understanding of the
stamps being examined.
The metrics presented are: Dilution, Key Stamps, Set Registry, and Percentage of Issue Graded.
SELECTION
For this issue, we have selected the 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition Issue consisting of nine stamps ranging from 1¢ to $2. The issue was printed to commemorate
the Trans-Mississippi Exposition held in Omaha, Nebraska from June 1 - November 1,
1898. This series is one of the most beautiful sets issued by the United States. It is the
second commemorative series issued and the last stamps issued in the 19 th century. It
is also one of the most difficult sets to collect in grades of 98 and higher..
The beauty on the left is a Scott 286
graded by PSE as a 100J NH. It was
sold in Siegel sale 1140, lot 682, in November 2016. It sold for $11,800
(including buyer’s premium). There are
only 2 other 100J’s in the entire series
(1¢ NH and $1 used). Spectacular!!

METRIC - DILUTION
Dilution is one of the most important metrics in determining the valuation of a graded
stamp. Dilution is the speed (velocity) at which stamps are being added to the population database. Dilution can be measured in percentage or numerical terms. For stamps
that have a small number of graded-stamps, like this series, it is more appropriate to
measure dilution in numerical terms.
Dilution measures the supply side of the demand/supply price equation. With more
stamps being graded every week, the supply of graded stamps is always increasing.
Dilution measures the speed of this increase.
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Database of the Month / Continued
DILUTION continued.
Key Point: The faster newly-graded stamps are being added to the population database, the higher the probability that values will be reduced. Conversely, with only a
slow, or no, addition of newly-graded stamps, values should stabilize or even increase
in value. The key point is rather simple. The lower the supply, the higher the valuation
(all other things being equal).
We have changed our classifications and how we report graded stamp categories. We
now report the grades of 98+ as “summit-graded.” The grades of 95-95J are now referred to as “high-graded.” The definitions change based on the broad stamp groups.
While these definitions are totally suited for the Trans-Mississippi Series, they are not
useful for 1950’s commemoratives.
The chart on the next page provides a complete view of newly graded stamps added to
the population database over the period April 2016 through mid December 2017 - 20½
months.
During that period, there were only 8 stamps added to the Summit-Grade (grades of 98
and higher) category and 19 stamps added to the High-Grade category.
To be sure that our readers understand the chart, let’s look at one stamp as an example. Let’s look at the base value of the set - the 1¢ value. Since April 1, 2016, there
have been the following additions to the 1¢ value - 6 NH graded 95 and 2 NH graded
98. For high-graded stamps, the 6 additions represent only the most moderate dilution.
Expressed in the most simple terms, this translates into 1 new NH graded 95 being
added to the population database every 3.5 months. For the summit-graded category,
the 2 NH graded 98’s translate to one new 98 added almost every year (every 10+
months).
What this means for the highest populated stamp of the Trans-Mississippi series, is
that it is subject to the most minimal dilution - a very good trait. When we look at the 8¢
value for this series, in the last 20½ months, PSE has not graded any new 95+
stamps!! This is absolutely a sign that this stamp of the series is not only maintaining
its value but is also a candidate for an increase in value based solely on the number
graded.
Another fantastic Trans-Mississippi Series stamp. This one is Scott 290 - the
10¢ issue. It was recently sold in the
Siegel sale 1166 in October 2017.
Listed as lot 885 this PSE graded 98
NH example was sold for $17,700
(including buyer’s premium). It is the
highest graded NH example shared with
6 others.
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DILUTION continued
Dilution: April 2016 - December 15, 2017
Duration: 20½ Months
High-Grade
Summit-Grade
Scott

Cond

Denom

Total
95/95J

285

Used
OG
NH

1¢

6

286

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

Used
OG
NH
Used
OG
NH
Used
OG
NH
Used
OG
NH
Used
OG
NH
Used
OG
NH
Used
OG
NH
Used
OG
NH
Used
OG
NH

95

Total
98+

95J

98

100

100J

2
6

2¢

98J

2

0

1
1

4¢

1

0
1

5¢

1

8¢

0

10¢

3

50¢

2

$1

$2

9 stamps

0

1

0

2

1
2

1

1

1
2
1
2
1

5

1

1
1
2
2
0

1
1
5
12
18

19
19

1
8
1

1
5
6

8

1
0

1

Summit-Grade / 98 - 100J
Total Dilution For Period = 8
Risk Level
Range of Dilution (stamps)

Stamps Classified by
Dilution Group

None

Little

Moderate

0

1

2

287
288
289
293

286
291

285
290
292

3

4

5

High-Grade / 95 - 95J
Total Dilution For Period = 19
Risk Level
Range of Dilution (stamps)

Stamps Classified by
Dilution Group

None

Little

Moderate

0

1-2

3-4

5-6

286
289

287
288
291
293

290

285
292

7-8

9-10

1
1
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METRIC - KEY STAMPS
Key stamps are those stamps that are the most desirable stamps in a set. In order to
qualify as a key stamp, summit-grade stamps (grades 98+) should represent no more
than 10% of the total number of graded stamps. High-grade stamps (grades 95/95J)
should represent no more than 30% of the total number of graded stamps.
We view this as a bar chart with Summit-Grades equaling 10% (1-10%), High-Grades
equaling 20% (11-30%), and Collector-Grades equaling 70% (31-100%). This distribution of grades changes with different time periods and different series. For the classicperiod Trans-Mississippi Series, this distribution seems realistic and appropriate.
Using this model, ALL Trans-Mississippi Summit and High-Grade stamps are Key
Stamps.

Simply defined, key stamps are those stamps that a serious collector would seek for
inclusion in their collection because of the scarce/rare nature of those stamps. In the
chart on the next page, the smaller the percentage, the “more key” that stamp is relative to other stamps in the series. Stamps that do not qualify as key stamps are still
considered desirable and collector-friendly thanks to lower pricing for non-key stamps.
To make sure that this concept is clear to the reader, let’s review the Summit-Grades
on the chart on the next page. You will first note that all nine stamps are green signifying that they are key stamps. Look at the two extremes - the 1¢ (Scott 285) and the $2
(Scott 293) values. For the 1¢ value there are 28 graded-98+ stamps. The 1¢ value
has 335 stamps graded in all grades. Dividing 28 by 335 yields 8.4% which is below
the 10% threshold. The $2 value has only three stamps graded-98+ while having 224
stamps graded in all grades. This calculates to 1.3%. We have just calculated the two
extremes - all Trans-Mississippi summit-graded stamps are therefore key stamps.
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KEY STAMPS continued
Scott

Total
Graded

Summit-Grade
Total

% Total

Key
Stamp?

Scott

Total
Graded

High-Grade
Total

% Total

Key
Stamp?

293

224

3

1.3%

Y

292

385

43

11.2%

Y

292

10
9

2.6%

Y

289

11.6%

Y

3.4%

Y

293

224
224

26

291

385
262

26

11.6%

Y

287

307

13

4.2%

Y

287

307

42

13.7%

Y

290

313

14

4.5%

Y

291

262

36

13.7%

Y

288

317

15

317

224

15

Y
Y

288

289

4.7%
6.7%

286

289

53
50

16.7%
17.3%

Y
Y

286

289

20

6.9%

Y

290

313

62

19.8%

Y

285

335

28

8.4%

Y

285

335

88

26.3%

Y

2,656

127

4.8%

Y

2,656

426

16.0%

Y

Y

Total percentage 10% and lower.

Y

Total percentage 30% and lower.

N

Total percentage higher than 10%.

N

Total percentage higher than 30%.

METRIC - SET REGISTRY
The PSE Set Registry is a good source for defining the scarce/rare nature of the
stamps under review. As of December 15th, here is the current Set Registry reported
by PSE for the Trans-Mississippi Series.

The summary metrics above reveal a real opportunity. In all three conditions, there are
only TWO sets that are 100% completed. There are also only TWO sets rated above
90%. The weakest condition category is OG (hinged) which is also the least expensive
condition from which to acquire summit and high-grade stamps. On the following page
we have displayed some summit-graded examples in the current Set Registry:
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Database of the Month / Continued
On the left, a PSEgraded 98J used 1¢
beauty. This stamp
belongs to the Stephen G. Gavula set.
It is a summit-grade
stamp which is the
highest used 1¢ in
the population base.

This 5¢ PSE-graded 98J OG
example belongs to Betsy
Scott who shared with us
her favorite PSE-graded
stamps in our last issue.
Surprisingly, Betsy didn’t list
this beauty as one of her
favorites. There are only two
NH examples that grade
higher for an unused 5¢
value.

This 8¢ stamp is a PSEgraded 98J OG example.
There are only three unused
examples graded higher - 1
OG and 2 NH (all graded
100). The 8¢ stamp is one
of the most difficult stamps
to find in the summit-grade.
This one belongs to contest
winner - urw1411.

METRIC - PERCENTAGE of ISSUE GRADED
The final metric that we will review is a new metric. We are introducing it with this issue. Since it is early in the understanding and acceptance phase for this metric, we are
in a disadvantaged position. Without readily available comparative data, what we will
present may not help much to understanding the significance of this metric. But we will
certainly give it our best effort.
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Database of the Month / Continued
PERCENTAGE of ISSUE GRADED continued
We are calculating how “heavily” a stamp or series has been graded. We believe that
more opportunity exists with stamps or series that have been less graded. Below is the
Trans-Mississippi series. Please note the number of graded stamps per 100,000
stamps issued. The range is huge!
Scott

Quantity
Issued

1

285
286

70,993,400
159,720,800

287
288

4,924,500

Total

Stamps Graded
2

Graded
353
301
345
348

289
290
291

7,694,180
2,927,200
4,629,760
530,400

292
293

56,900
56,200

438
273

251,533,340

2,992

Set Totals

/ 100K Issued

261
365
308

3

0.5
0.2
7.0
4.5
8.9
7.9
58.1
769.8
485.8
1.2

1. Scott 2018 Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps & Covers.
2. PSE Population Report December 15, 2017 including NG/RG/DG.
3. Calculation is per 100,000 stamps issued.

For comparative purposes, the Graf Zeppelin Issue is one of the
highest graded sets using this metric:
C13
93,536
1,268
1,355.6
C14
72,428
1,225
1,691.3
C15
61,296
1,251
2,040.9
Set Totals
227,260
3,744
1,647.5

CONCLUSION
In discussing new metrics, we use the “iceberg” analogy. The visible numbers are like
the iceberg above the waterline. They only represent 10% of the iceberg. The 90% is
unseen below the water. While the four metrics presented are “nice,” we need to understand their value for us. What are they telling us about the stamps under review?
We will focus on this throughout the year. There is value here - we just need to find the
relationships. Thanks for reading this section and stay tuned.
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Tip of the Month
The Three Nemeses
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines nemeses as, “formidable and usually victorious rivals or opponents.” That is an apt definition for three common stamps that keep
eluding us. The three nemeses are •
•
•

Scott 832 - the $1 value of the 1938 Presidential Issue.
Scott 880 - the 2¢ John Philip Sousa stamp of the 1940 Famous Americans Issue.
Scott 932 - the 3¢ value of the 1945-46 Roosevelt Issue.

While some of our readers may look at this list and wonder whether we have suffered a
double-digit loss of IQ, we can definitely assure our readers that we are merely being
observant. Rather than spending time writing a long narrative, let the metrics speak.
Scott
832
880
932

Total
184
172
38

Population - NH
≤ 95J
98
98J
150
31
3
143
28
30
8

100
1

100J

Value (SMQ) - NH
98
98J
100
100J
$185
$425
$125
$375
$60

These stamps rarely appear in dealer ads, auction catalogs, or on want lists. We can’t
understand why. These three stamps are among the 20 th century’s rarest graded
stamps. A closer look at the metrics should reveal this.

Scott 832. The key to this stamp is the absence of a
100-graded NH example. This is the sole Presidential
stamp without a 100-graded NH stamp. It is the third
least populated 98-graded NH Presidential stamp only surpassed by the $2 and $5 values. When you
look at the valuations of the dollar Presidential
stamps, it would not be an impossibility to value a NH
100-graded 832 in the $2-3,000 range. It also has only two used 98-graded singles and no used 100graded stamps.

A graded-98 example in the Set Registry
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Tip of the Month / continued

Scott 880. While the Famous Americans set is one
of the most-graded sets in American philately, the
2¢ John Philip Sousa stamp, Scott 880, is extremely difficult to find. Because of its scarcity in the 98
grade, completing a FA set in 98-grade is a tough
assignment. With only 28 98-graded stamps, the
actual number of 98-graded sets is probably in single digits. With only one 100-graded stamp, the
chance of completing a 100-graded set is virtually
zero. While PSE values the 98 and 100-graded
Sousa stamps at $125 and $375, respectively,
these valuations are low. You almost never see a
98-graded single for sale. The population of 98graded stamps has risen over the last 4 years by a
total of five stamps!
A 98 example owned by Ray Lieberman.

Scott 932. The reason why this
stamp’s population reflects such a
scarcity is unknown. In 16 years of
grading, only 8 stamps have qualified
for a 98-grade and none have graded
higher. These numbers have not
changed in a very long time. The
PSE valuation for a 98-graded stamp
is well below a valuation for other
common commemoratives with similar
populations. Obtaining a 100-graded
stamp would be the “find of the year.”
A graded-98 example in the Set Registry.

ACQUISITION STRATEGIES
Graded: Based on the very low population of summit-graded examples (grades of 98
and higher), you would be wise to consider purchasing any 98-graded examples at
prices up to the following: Scott 832 - 65% of SMQ ($120); Scott 880 - full (100%) SMQ
($125); and for Scott 932 - double (200%) SMQ ($120). You rarely see any of these
stamps, especially Scott 880 and 932, offered for sale. If you find either the Scott 880
or the 932 - “buy now, ask questions later!”
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Tip of the Month / continued
Ungraded: Purchasing ungraded examples and submitting them for grading is a
very viable strategy. This strategy will work well for NH and used examples. You will
readily find mint sheets and large multiples of Scott 880 and 932 offered by various
sellers. The prices for NH sheets and large multiples are relatively cheap. The best
source is to find large NH quantities in dealer lots in auctions where you may be able to
acquire these stamps at small increases over face value. Summit-graded used stamps
could offer a real opportunity. There are no summit-graded used stamps for Scott 880
and only 2 for Scott 832 and 932. PSE does not yet value used stamps for these
stamps. You will find large lots of used stamps priced well below 5 cents per stamp.
Some lots will be unchecked by the seller, since most sellers just don’t have the time to
review all the low-priced material they purchase and then sell. On eBay today, there
are many lots of used stamps that might contain potential summit-graded stamps.
Potential Valuations: We believe that the PSE SMQ valuations for Scott 832 reasonably reflect actual market values. As stated before, the values for Scott 880 and 932 are
under-valued because of the scarcity of summit-graded stamps. Used examples of all
three stamps are not valued by PSE. There is a definite possibility that used summitgraded examples might be worth the same or even slightly more than NH valuations
based on population numbers. There are several 20th century commemoratives where
used examples are worth more than the same graded NH stamps.
Conflict-of-Interest Statement: Never accept a “tip” about anything from anyone who
does not provide you with a conflict-of-interest statement. You need to understand if
that person is providing a tip to help themselves rather than you.
As of December 15, 2017, we own a few summit-graded examples of Scott 832 and
880 stamps. We also own several ungraded examples that will be submitted for grading in the future. We believe that we have an unbiased perspective in our discussion of these three stamps - Scott 832, 880, and 932.

The “Tip of the Month” column contains the sole opinions of the editorial staff of 100J. They are not based on comments by any dealer or organization. The opinions expressed in this section should not be relied upon for any purchase contemplated by the reader. The opinions expressed are strictly the unsubstantiated views of the editorial
staff of 100J.
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Asking the Experts NEW

Before our readers accuse us of calling ourselves “experts,” please understand that the
experts we are addressing are staff from PSE. Over the life of 100J, we have received
many questions from our readers covering a large group of topics. We have tried our
best, in an informal manner, to answer the majority of those questions.
Starting with this issue, we are establishing a formal process for answering the most
expedient way we can. With the introduction of our Questions column, we have selected two questions that refer to grading. In fact, while we were at PSE, we asked for the
answers to several questions, these two being among those questions. So here we
go!!
QUESTION 1: When PSE determines a stamp’s centering, how many measurements
are made?
ANSWER 1: Two measurements are taken on each of the four sides of a stamp - “just
in” from each corner of the stamp. Measurements are made from the frame line of the
stamp to the closest point of the perforation hole. There are adjustments to the measuring position for certain issues with irregular or curved borders. For example, when
measuring margins on the Pan-American issue (Scott 294-299), measurements are
taken at the top center, lower left, and lower right, as well as the normal two measurements of each of the vertical margins. For a set of commemoratives or definitives, PSE
tries to use a consistent measurement strategy for the entire issue. PSE can measure
with confidence to 0.05 mm (2/1000th of an inch), using their 10X magnifier fitted with a
reticle.
QUESTION 2: How is the grade of a block or strip of stamps determined?
ANSWER 2: The block or strip is first treated as a single stamp, with margin measurements taken as described above. The grade is then adjusted by eye based on the centering of perforations in the interior of the block or strip. Originally, with coil pairs, PSE
looked only at the outside (perimeter) margins of the pair, which explains why many
pre-2010 coil pairs received high grades, even though the center perforations were offcenter. Some line pairs from this period also received high grades, even though the
joint or guide line was not perfectly-centered on the perforations. Today, the interior
centering plays a major role in determining grade. The key caveat, for example, is
breaking apart a 98-graded block of 4 will not necessarily result in any 98-graded singles.
This column can only be worthwhile if our readers will submit questions to be answered. We will ask “the experts” and print the more interesting questions in future issues. Help fellow grading collectors by asking your questions. Pay forward.
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Grading Contest
Another Repeat Winner!
The grading contest winner from Issue 14 is a familiar name to grading contestants.
With his current win, Steve DeMoe is our second three-time winner! Living in Wisconsin, Steve enjoys his graded collection more than outdoor activities. So far this winter,
he has seen outside wind-chill temperatures fall well into negative double-digit numbers.
Steve has accumulated some very nice graded stamps over the years. He is a Set
Registry participant under the name urw1411. Steve is a very informed collector and
our conversations have always been very pleasurable. Congratulations, Steve. You
are $150 richer this month. Great way to start 2018!
No one guessed all three stamps correctly. Steve’s entry was the first one received that
had two correct grades. He also had the correct grade for the bonus stamp. Therefore
he earned $100 for the two correct answers and $50 for the correct grade of the bonus
stamp.
Here are the “official” answers from our last grading contest:

Stamp 1 - Scott 233 / 4¢ Columbian. PSE
certificate 01240047 issued August 22, 2011.
PSE graded this Columbian as a 95 OGph
(previously hinged). It is currently valued at
$235. There are 57 unused stamps (43 NH / 14
OG) graded higher.

Stamp 2—Scott K4 / 8¢ on 4¢ Offices
in China. PSE certificate 01240031 issued August 22, 2011 (same date as
stamp 1). PSE graded this Shanghai
overprint as 85 NH. It is currently valued
at $240. There are only 21 NH stamps
graded higher.
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Grading Contest / Continued

Stamp 3 - Scott 439 / 30¢ stamp of the
1914-15 Washington/Franklin singleline watermark series. PSE certificate
01240013 issued August 22, 2011 (same
date as stamps 1 and 2). PSE graded this
Washington/Franklin stamp as 90 NH. It
is currently valued at $1,050. There are
only 14 NH stamps graded higher.

Bonus Stamp - Scott 36B / 12¢ value of the first perforated US stamp series issued in 1857-61. PSE certificate 01240056 issued August 22, 2011 - the same date
as all the other grading contest entries for the month.
PSE graded this stamp as a 95 OGph.
Although this stamp was graded in 2011, much to our
surprise, it was sold in Siegel sale 1163 only one week
prior to the contest. It is currently valued at $4,250 with
only 1 stamp graded higher.

This stamp realized $3,835 including the buyer’s premium. This is only a 10% variance between PSE SMQ and
auction realization.

Announcing a NEW Grading Contest
Format for 2018
We are continuously trying to improve 100J ensuring that it continues to be informative and interesting. Therefore, we have decided to change the format of the grading
contest. The maximum potential monthly payout remains unchanged at $150.
We have injected a lot more fun into the contest. Read on!
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Grading Contest / Continued
The new grading contest consists of nine PSE-graded stamps. Your task is to match
eight of the nine stamps into four pairs so that each pair has two stamps with the same
grade. The ninth stamp is the “Lone Eagle.” There is no other stamp that has the same
grade of the Lone Eagle.
We will supply you with the grades of the 4 pairs as well as the grade of the Lone Eagle.
Each correct pair is worth $25. The Lone Eagle is worth $50. So if you correctly pair 8
stamps and correctly select the Lone Eagle, you will win $150 in cash deposited into
your PayPal account.
Here is an example of a graded pair. Both stamps are graded 90.

=
both are
graded 90

We will display the 9 stamps in Scott catalog number order. You just need to pair the
stamps. You just need to communicate the paired stamp numbers and the Lone Eagle.
Readers can only submit one answer per monthly contest. We will pay out the largest
amount earned ($25 per pair and $50 for the Lone Eagle - maximum payout $150 per
month). In the case of ties, the payout will be made to the contestant with the earliest entry submission date. Therefore, please submit your entry as soon as possible
after you have received your copy of 100J.

Somebody wins every month - GOOD LUCK!!
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Grading Contest / Continued
Issue 15 - Welcome 2018 Grading Contest
Stamp 1 - Scott 208

Stamp 3 - Scott 325

Stamp 2 - Scott 269

Stamp 4 - Scott 349 PR

Stamp 5 - Scott 573

Note: The right margin is even. It looks
uneven because it is encapsulated.
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Grading Contest / Continued
Issue 15 - Welcome 2018 Grading Contest
Stamp 6 - Scott 597 LP

Stamp 8 - Scott 2870g

Stamp 7 - Scott 722

Stamp 9 - Scott C85

For the first grading contest using our new format, we have provided you with nine
stamps - two are graded 85, two are graded 90, two are graded 95, two are graded 98,
and the Lone Eagle is graded 100J. You need to provide us with the stamp numbers
for each pair and the stamp number of the Lone Eagle.
There is no official form for submitting your entry. Just make sure that your entry is accurately reported. Here are two sample submission forms:
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Grading Contest / Continued

Since this is a new format, you may have questions. Please feel free to send us any
questions you may have. We will get back to you immediately. If you want to speak
with us, please send us your number.

Announcing
New 2018 Grading Crown
There will be ten issues of 100J distributed this year. There will be two combined issues during the year - July/August and November/December. Therefore, there will also
be ten grading contests in 2018.
We will shortly announce a grand prize for 2018 that will be awarded to the contestant
who has earned the most in the ten 2018 grading contests. Stay tuned for the announcement. In the meantime, you can start on your drive to win the 2018 100J Grading Crown.

Please email your Issue 15 grading contest entry to ray@100j-gradingnewsletter.com no latter than January 30th. The winner will be announced at the beginning of February. We sincerely hope you like this new format. We think it is a lot of
fun. Tell us your feelings about the new format. And, just remember,

You have to be in it, to win it!!
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Here is your chance to become a published author. We want you to write an article about graded stamps. It can be a personal story or a scholarly piece. We will
help you at every step along the way.
It can be a great deal of fun and leave you with a feeling of accomplishment. You
will see your name as the author of your article.
Help us educate and entertain the readers of 100J. Share your knowledge with
everyone.
Please contact us if you think you would like to participate. Thank you!

100J is a monthly newsletter focused on the grading aspect of stamps and is published 10 times during
the year (combined issues in July/August and November/December). It is delivered by email to all interested parties. Subscriptions are free and may be requested by using the form on www.100j-gradingnewsletter.com or by requesting a subscription by email to ray@100j-grading-newsletter.com. You may unsubscribe by emailing ray@100j-grading-newsletter.com.
The marks SCOTT and SCOTT's are Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, and are trademarks of Amos
Press, Inc. dba Scott Publishing Co.

